The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Honours in Environment (69 cr.) – required courses deleted, a required course added, program note added.

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Honours in Probability and Statistics (60-63 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, program description, program prerequisites added, required courses deleted, required courses added, program notes added, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise proposed description to read “The program provides training ...”; what does “high standing” refer to within the program prerequisite note? SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate existing description.

B.A.; Honours in Mathematics and Computer Science (78 cr.) - required courses deleted, required credits revised, required-course note deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in English; Cultural Studies (18 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased.

B.A.; Honours in East Asian Studies (60 cr.) – complementary-course heading and credits indicated, complementary-course group headings revised, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. APB Comments/Corrections: Explain all changes within the rationale – append a separate page if needed. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Complementary heading and “54 credits” omitted from the program requirements within the eCalendar; list courses under the same subject code in numerical order.

B.A.; Joint Honours - East Asian Studies Component (36 cr.) – complementary-course group headings revised, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: List courses under the same subject code in numerical order.

B.A.; Major Concentration in East Asian Studies (36 cr.) - complementary-course group headings revised, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: List courses under the same subject code in numerical order.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in East Asian Language and Literature (18 cr.) – complementary courses added. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Why is 201905 effective term indicated instead of 201909 like the other proposals?

B.S.W. (Three-Year Program) (90 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise language courses text to read “any” instead of “ALL”.

Faculty of Dentistry

D.M.D. (221 cr.) – program credit weight increased, required courses deleted, a required course added, credit weight revised for multiple required courses, required credits increased. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct credit weight for course DENT 406D1/D2 in the existing column – credit weight revised August 2017 via PRN 12575.

Faculty of Engineering

B.Eng.; Major in Bioengineering (142-152 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, credit weight revised for a required course.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions [continued]

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

Faculty of Arts

Ph.D. in Economics (0 cr.) – number changed for a required course, required courses added, coursework fields deleted, how coursework courses chosen deleted, elective-course section added, how elective courses to be chosen indicated, elective credits increased.

Ph.D. in Sociology; Gender and Women's Studies (0 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased.

Faculty of Education

M.A. in Educational Psychology; Human Development (45 cr.) – program description, credit weight decreased for a required course, a required course deleted, required courses added, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *APB Comments/Corrections:* Revise last sentence in the proposed description to read “The student’s thesis ...”; confirmation needed whether EDPE 632D1/D2 is thesis work or related to thesis work.

M.A. in Kinesiology and Physical Education (45 cr.) – program description, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased. *APB Comments/Corrections:* Confirmation needed whether the four 0-credit required courses are thesis related.

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - General Educational Psychology (48 cr.) – program description, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, title revised for some complementary courses, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen indicated, complementary credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised, elective credits decreased.

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - General Educational Psychology - Project (48 cr.) – program description, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, title revised for some complementary courses, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen indicated, complementary credits increased.

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - Inclusive Education (48 cr.) – program description, title revised for a complementary course, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added.

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - Inclusive Education - Project (48 cr.) – program description, title revised for a complementary course, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added.

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - Learning Sciences (48 cr.) – program description, title revised for a complementary course, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised, elective credits decreased.

Ph.D. in Educational Psychology; Human Development (0 cr.) – program description, required courses deleted, a required course added, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.

Faculty of Engineering

M.Arch. (Professional); Non-Thesis - Design Studio (45 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, complementary group headings deleted, complementary credits revised, program note deleted.

M.Arch. (Professional); Non-Thesis - Design Studio - Directed Research (60 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary group headings deleted, complementary credits revised, program note deleted.

M.U.P.; Non-Thesis (66 cr.) – program description, title and credit weight revised for some complementary courses, a complementary course added.

M.U.P.; Non-Thesis - Transportation Planning (66 cr.) – program description, title and credit weight revised for a required course, required credits increased, title and credit weight revised for a complementary course, a complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased.

M.U.P.; Non-Thesis - Urban Development and Urban Design (66 cr.) – title and credit weight revised for a complementary course, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen corrected.
SECTIION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]
Faculty of Management

M.M. in Analytics; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – program description, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.

Faculty of Medicine

M.Sc. in Family Medicine; Medical Education (45 cr.) – a required course deleted, credit weight increased for a required course.

Desautels Faculty of Management

B.Com.; Major in General Management; Concentration in Business Analytics (15 cr.) – complementary courses added.

Faculty of Science

B.Sc.; Honours in Probability and Statistics (60-63 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, program description, program prerequisites added, required courses deleted, required courses added, program notes added, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise proposed description to read “The program provides training …”; what does “high standing” refer to within the program prerequisite note? SSCP Comments/Corrections: Indicate existing program description.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Canadian Ethnic and Racial Studies (18 cr.).

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

Faculty of Education

M.Ed. in Educational Psychology; Non-Thesis - Family Life Education (48 cr.).

SECTIION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts

ENGL 290 Postcolonial&World Lits: Engl (3 cr.) [PRN 14990]. SSCP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised.

JWST 350 Major Jewish Authors (3 cr.) [PRN 13546];

CLAS 407 Ancient Lyric and Elegy (3 cr.) [PRN 13522]. Affected programs indicated. SSCP Comments/Corrections: Need more details on which group of complementary courses this will be added to for the Major Concentration;

CLAS 408 Greek and Roman Oratory (3 cr.) [PRN 13523]. Affected programs indicated. SSCP Comments/Corrections: Need more details on which group of complementary courses this will be added to for the Major Concentration;

CLAS 409 Ancient Didactic Poetry (3 cr.) [PRN 13524]. Affected programs indicated. SSCP Comments/Corrections: Need more details on which group of complementary courses this will be added to for the Major Concentration;

CLAS 461 Greco-Roman Religious Lit (3 cr.) [PRN 14631]. Affected programs indicated. SSCP Comments/Corrections: Need more details on which group of complementary courses this will be added to for the Major Concentration;

CLAS 499 Internship; Classics (3 cr.) [PRN 14825]. SSCP Comments/Corrections: If course is not to be listed in any specific list of courses within a program, then indicate “No” for affected program; the course may still count towards appropriate programs’ credits; revise prerequisites so that “Advisor” reads “Advisor”;

CLAS 699 Tutorial (3 cr.) [PRN 14768];
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts [continued]

ANTH 365 Anth of Forced Migrat & Displ (3 cr.) [PRN 14719].  APB Comments/Corrections: Consultations are needed from the other units indicated within the rationale – except POLI, which is attached to the proposal.

ANTH 370 Anthropology and the Image (3 cr.) [PRN 14748]; SOCI 255 Gender and the State (3 cr.) [PRN 14711].  Affected programs indicated.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Delete course title from prerequisite.

SOCI 325 Sociology of Science (3 cr.) [PRN 14858].  Affected programs indicated; POLI 348 Gender and Canadian Politics (3 cr.) [PRN 14511].  Affected programs indicated.  APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description so that it reads “This … politics. Aims to give …”  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct affected programs – remove the Minor Concentration in Political Science, as it does not have specific lists of complementary courses, and delete the Minor Concentration in International Relations, as it was retired.

POLI 452 Conflict Simulation (3 cr.) [PRN 14488].  Affected programs indicated.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Need more specific information as to which group of “Comparative Politics” this course will be added to for programs indicated.

POLI 615 Gender and Politics (3 cr.) [PRN 14512].  APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description so that it reads “Examines … political thinkers. Particular focus …”.

ECON 711 Microeconomic Theory 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 13699].  Affected program revised.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Delete course title from description.

ECON 712 Macroeconomic Theory 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 14459].  Affected program revised.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Delete course title from description.

ECON 713 Macroeconomic Theory 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 14460].  Affected program revised.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Delete course title from description.

School of Continuing Studies


CACF 215 Introductory Managerial Acct. (3 cr.).  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;

CACF 310 Intermed Financial Reporting 1 (3 cr.);

CACF 325 Intermed Financial Reporting 2 (3 cr.);

CACF 340 Corp Fin: Val Creatn & Dec-Mkg (3 cr.);

CACF 341 Taxation: Concepts & Regulations (3 cr.);

CACF 345 Intermed Managerial Accounting (3 cr.);

CACF 350 AI: App in Accounting Practices (3 cr.).  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;

CACF 420 Ethical Considerations & Pracs (3 cr.).  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;

CACF 440 Advanced Financial Reporting (3 cr.);

CACF 445 Audt & Assur: Prin, Theo & Curr Pracs (3 cr.).  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;

CACF 460 Appl Personal & Corporate Tax (3 cr.);

CACF 470 Pub Sector: Financial Mgmt Pracs (3 cr.).  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;

CACF 490 Capstone (0 cr.).  APB Comments/Corrections: The Department agreed to remove the fee at this time; once the Fee Advisory Committee [FAC] has approved the fee in fall of 2019, the Department will submit a course revision to add the FAC-approved fee.  The Director of APB noted that FAC may request revisions to course content.  SCTP Comments/Corrections: This course title is no longer an issue – the Chair discussed it with the School.

Faculty of Dentistry

DENT 307D1/D2 Business Aspects of Dentistry (2 cr.) [PRN 15488].  Affected program revised.  APB Comments/Corrections: Correct Calendar title to read identically to the Official title – both need to contain the same words; revise description to read “Explores concepts … dentistry.”  SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; course needs a new title, as proposed is already in use for DENT 407D1/D2.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Dentistry [continued]
DENT 505 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15478]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised; use Arabic numerals in both titles; include a restriction that indicates “Not open to students who have taken or are taking FMED 505”.

APPROVAL PENDING SUBMISSION BY FACULTY OF MEDICINE OF DOUBLE-PREFIX COURSE FMED 505:
DENT 509 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15479]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised; use Arabic numerals in both titles; include a restriction that indicates “Not open to students who have taken or are taking FMED 509”.

APPROVAL PENDING SUBMISSION FACULTY OF MEDICINE OF DOUBLE-PREFIX COURSE FMED 509:
DENT 680 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15480]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised; use Arabic numerals in both titles; delete title from prerequisite course; include a restriction that indicates “Not open to students who have taken or are taking FMED 680”.

WITHDRAWN BY THE FACULTY.

Faculty of Engineering
URBP 503 Public Transport: Planning&Ops (3 cr.) [PRN 14409]. Affected programs revised.

Desautels Faculty of Management
INSY 448 Text & Social Media Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 15220]. Affected program revised; BUSA 600 Analytics Internship (3 cr.) [PRN 15238]. Affected program revised; BUSA 611 Indep. Studies in Analytics 1 (1.5 cr.) [PRN 15239]. Affected program revised. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to add a hyphen between “data” and “centric”.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.

COMP 445 Computational Linguistics (3 cr.) [PRN 15299]; COMP 596 Topics in Computer Science 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15268]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.

Faculty of Science
ENVR 614 Mobilizing Res. for Sustain. (3 cr.) [PRN 15195]. **PENDING FACULTY APPROVAL MAY 21, 2019**
ENVR 615 Interdisc Appr Environ&Sustain (3 cr.) [PRN 15194]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised;
COMP 445 Computational Linguistics (3 cr.) [PRN 15299]; COMP 596 Topics in Computer Science 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15268]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.

Revisions
Faculty of Arts
ENGL 319 Theory of English Studies 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 14988] – description;
ECON 701 Ph.D. Comprehensive Examination (0 cr.) [PRN 15390] – number, spanned terms retired, prerequisites, restriction;
INTD 497 Adv. Topics: Int’l Development (3 cr.) [PRN 14501] – schedule type/course activity, title, description. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised; confirmation needed whether this topics course should have slot status.
SWRK 327 Approaches to Community Prac (3 cr.) [PRN 15332] – prerequisite;
SWRK 344 Integrative Seminar 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15335] – prerequisite, corequisite;
SWRK 422 Integrative Seminar 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15336] – prerequisites;
SWRK 424 Mental Health and Illness (3 cr.) [PRN 15334] – prerequisites, corequisite, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise restriction to read “Only open to …;”
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]

SWRK 428 Social Policy & Administration (3 cr.) [PRN 15333] - prerequisites, restriction. SCTP
Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Only open to …”;

POLI 372 Indigenous Peoples & the Canadian State (3 cr.) [PRN 14999] – title, description. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised and title abbreviation revised;

POLI 700 PhD Research Seminar (0 cr.) [PRN 15312] – description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description so that it reads “Departmental-wide … exams. Students present … research and receive …”;


Faculty of Dentistry

Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 113D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 15411] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP
Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 125D1/D2 Oral Health Research 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 15413] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 210 Intro to OralMed & OralDiagnosis (1 cr.) [PRN 15412] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 213, 213D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 15414] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 215D1/D2 Tooth Movement (3.5 cr.) [PRN 15458] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 217 Foundations of Dentistry (7 cr.) [PRN 15459] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 218D1/D2 Support Tissue (3 cr.) [PRN 15460] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 220D1/D2 Intro to Restorative Dentistry (10 cr.) [PRN 15461] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 222D1/D2 Radiology (3 cr.) [PRN 15415] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 224D1/D2 Transition to Clinic (3 cr.) [PRN 15498] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; correct rationale to indicate “… Hrs/wk … to 1.5 hrs/week …”; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 225, 225D1/D2 Oral Health Research 2 (2 cr.) [PRN 15416] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;

DENT 305D1/D2 Dental Public Health (2 cr.) [PRN 15462] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; revise effective term to read “201909”;

DENT 309J1/J2/J3 Implantology (5 cr.) [PRN 15418] – credit weight, hrs/wk. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Dentistry [continued]
DENT 310J1/J2/J3 Clinical Practice/Jr Clerkship (4 cr.) [PRN 15402] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program affected and program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 311J1/J2/J3 Endodontics 1 (5.5 cr.) [PRN 15463] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; verify that the hrs/wk indicated within the rationale is accurate.

DENT 312 Summer Clinic Externship (4 cr.) [PRN 15509] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk to equal the credit weight increase. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; revise effective term to read “201909”.

DENT 313D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15419] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 315J1/J2/J3 Orthodontics 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 15463] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 316D1/D2 Pediatric Dentistry 1 (7 cr.) [PRN 15421] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 318J1/J2/J3 Periodontology (4 cr.) [PRN 15422] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 320J1/J2/J3 Restorative Dentistry (6 cr.) [PRN 15424] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box; verify that revised hrs/week indicated within the rationale is accurate.

DENT 322J1/J2/J3 Image Interpretation (2 cr.) [PRN 15426] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 323J1/J2/J3 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (2 cr.) [PRN 15427] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 325D1/D2 Oral Health Research 3 (2 cr.) [PRN 15428] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 410D1/D2 Clinical Practice/Sr Clerkship (10 cr.) [PRN 15430] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 411D1/D2 Endodontics 2 (2 cr.) [PRN 15431] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 412D1/D2 Introduction to Orofacial Pain (3 cr.) [PRN 15432] – credit weight, schedule types & hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 415D1/D2 Orthodontics 2 (7 cr.) [PRN 15433] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 416D1/D2 Pediatric Dentistry 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15434] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box.

DENT 423D1/D2 Oral Maxillofacial Surg & Path (4 cr.) [PRN 15435] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Correct revised credit weight in rationale. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions

Faculty of Dentistry [continued]
DENT 437 Clinical Decision Making (3 cr.) [PRN 15436] – credit weight, hrs/wk. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; as per rationale, revise hrs/wk in Course Activities box. Ensure that all revised hours/week are accurate and rationales accurately reflect revisions.

Faculty of Education
EDEE 347 Grammar and Composition 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15228] – description;
EDEE 348 Grammar and Composition 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15229] – description;
EDPC 542 Ld&Supp Roles of the Teacher (3 cr.) [PRN 15302] – title, description, supplementary info;
EDPC 562 Career as a Lifelong Process (3 cr.) [PRN 15303] – title, description, supplementary info;
EDPE 575 Statistics for Practitioners (3 cr.) [PRN 15308] – prerequisites;
EDPE 602 Uses of Res Findings in Educ (3 cr.) [PRN 15311] – supplementary info;
EDPI 539 Field Work 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15309] – schedule types/course activities & hrs/wk, restriction;
EDPI 540 Field Work 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15310] – schedule types/course activities & hrs/wk, restriction.

Faculty of Engineering
URBP 619, 619D1/D2 Land Use & Transport Planning (4 cr.) [PRN 14421] – credit weight, title, description, supplementary info. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; title abbreviation revised;
URBP 620 Transport Economics (4 cr.) [PRN 14422] – credit weight, title, description. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted.

Faculty of Medicine
NUR1 331 Nursing in Illness 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 15464] – description. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “This … hospitalization, including clinical reasoning …”;
NUR1 332 Nursing in Illness 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 15465] – description. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “This … hospitalization, including clinical … population and establishing …”;
NUR1 333 Nursing in Illness 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15466] – description. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “This … hospitalization, including clinical … population and establishing …”;
FMED 506 IndigenousPers:DecolonHlthApp (1 cr.) [PRN 15399] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 511 Int to Art in Hlthcre:MkgArtAc (1 cr.) [PRN 15401] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 525 Foundations of Translation Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 15437] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 601 Adv Topics in Family Medicine (3 cr.) [PRN 15438] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 602 Readings in Family Medicine (1 cr.) [PRN 15439] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 604 Adv Partic Research in Health (3 cr.) [PRN 15440] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 607 Intro DisAnal&InterHealth Res (1 cr.) [PRN 15441] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 610 Found. of Family Medicine (1 cr.) [PRN 15442] – prerequisites, restriction;
**WITHDRAWN – ALREADY APPROVED BY APB APRIL 4, 2019**
FMED 611 Hlthcare Syst, Policy&Perform (3 cr.) [PRN 15158] – credit weight, hrs/wk/number of weeks, title, description, prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 612 EvalResrch &Implementation Sci (1 cr.) [PRN 15443] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 615 Appl Know Trans & Exch in Hlth (1 cr.) [PRN 15444] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 618 Topics:Pharm-eco,RxSafety&Plicy (1 cr.) [PRN 15447] – title – punctuation, prerequisites, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** First dash in title replaced by a colon; confirmation needed whether this course should have slot status;
FMED 619 PgmMgt:GlobHlth&Prim HlthCare (3 cr.) [PRN 15448] – prerequisites, restriction;
FMED 621 Particip.HlthSys for SafeBirth (1 cr.) [PRN 15449] – prerequisites, restriction;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Medicine [continued]
FMED 625 Qualitative Health Research (3 cr.) [PRN 15450] – prerequisites, restriction; FMED 690 Adv Ethno: Context, Comp&Coord (3 cr.) [PRN 15451] – prerequisites, restriction. **NOTE CSO:** Add a space following the colon within the title.

Faculty of Science

PSYC 641 Behaviour Deviations 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 14430] – split of PSYC 641D1/D2 (6 cr.), schedule type/course activity, number of wks, title, description, restriction, supplementary info. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title revised to use Arabic numerals; revise description so “behavioral” reads “behavioural”; revise proposed supplementary info to read “None” – what is proposed is the restriction.

PSYC 642 Behaviour Deviations 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 14430] – second half of split PSYC 641D1/D2. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title revised to use Arabic numerals; revise proposed supplementary info to read “None” – what is proposed is the restriction.

ANAT 323 Clinical Neuroanatomy (3 cr.) [PRN 15142] – prerequisites, corequisites, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** How are the programs indicated affected by change to this course’s prerequisites? More information is needed; Faculty of Medicine approval should be indicated within the rationale.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
ECON 799, 799D1/D2 Ph.D. Comprehensive Examination (0 cr.) [PRN 15390]. See proposal for ECON 701. POLI 437 Politics in Israel (3 cr.) [PRN 15405]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Correct affected programs – remove the Minor Concentration in Political Science; as it does not have specific lists of complementary courses; indicate other affected programs – not just the Political Science programs.

Faculty of Education
EDPI 756, 756D1/D2 Internship/Special Needs Educ (3 cr.) [PRN 15307]. Affected program revised.

Faculty of Medicine
FMED 600 Mixed Studies Reviews (1 cr.) [PRN 14899]. Affected program revised.

Faculty of Science
ENVR 496 Honours Research Part 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15231]. Affected course retired and affected program revised; ENVR 497 Honours Research Part 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15232]. Affected course retired and affected program revised; MATH 490 Honours Mathematics of Finance (3 cr.) [PRN 15269]. Affected programs indicated. PSYC 641D1/D2 Behavior Deviations (6 cr.) [PRN 14430]. See proposal for PSYC 641; spanned version only to be retired.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP